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1.0 General Description
The Subscriber Online Sender (OLS) is a mailing list management accessory device for automatically
sending Instant Messages (IMs) and delivering inventory items (e.g. notecards, landmarks, textures,
objects, etc.) to a list of avatars. The OLS will wait until the recipient is online before delivering*. Online
delivery has a number of advantages:

 Greatly reduces the number of failed deliveries due to IM capping when avatars are offline.

 Reduces your need to make manual deliveries in response to "I didn't get it" IMs from customers

 Increases the odds your customers will notice and accept the delivery and/or read the IM.

 Reduces system loading because it only delivers to avatars that are online (typically less than
20% of your mailing list).

Some of the key features of the OLS include the following:

 Fast loading (300 records per minute) of subscriber lists from Subscriber Kiosk

 A Subscriber Kiosk is not required. Notecards can also be used to add or delete subscribers

 Sends inventory item(s) and optional IM to subscribers when they are online

 Can also send an optional advisory IM to offline subscribers

 Programmable sending and online/offline polling rates to optimize performance versus resource
loading

 Option to send everything to both online and offline subscribers immediately or after a
programmable period (e.g. 24 hours, 1 week, etc.)

 If loading from notecards, they can contain, names, keys (UUIDs) or mix of both (one per line)

 Capacity of up to 10,000 subscribers. Only two prims.

 Permissions are mod, copy, no-trans (scripts are no-mod)

 Statistics display (Total records, Offline IMs sent, Deliveries, Pending, and estimated average
online detection time)

 Real-time hover text display of loading, scanning, and delivery progress

 Capability to query delivery status and time stamp for any subscriber

 Can display list of subscribers and time stamps by delivery status, e.g. offline IM sent, delivery
made, pending, or full list.

 Supports operation by designated Administrator(s)

 The OLS and associated Subscriber Kiosk can have different owners.

* The term "delivering" means sending an item, but does not imply receipt. Second Life does not
currently provide a way to determine whether an item was kept or declined by the recipient. Also, see
the special notice in section 7.0 regarding online status determination.
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2.0 Setup
NOTE: If you plan to load from a Subscriber Kiosk, you must update your Master Kiosk to Release 8. You
can check the release version of you Master Kiosk by selecting Update, Check/Get on the Master Kiosk's
menu. If your kiosk is not up to date, you will automatically receive an update kit. Rez the update kit
near your master kiosk and follow the instructions on the notecard you will be given. If you don't have
an Update button on the Master Kiosk menu (very old versions), you can get an update kit from the
Subscriber Kiosk Vendor at Night Sky. Update kits are free.

2.1 Rez the Subscriber OLS and edit the Subscriber OLS Config notecard to reflect your preferences. An
example Config notecard is included in the OLS. Each parameter line is followed by a group of comment
lines beginning with // that describe the format, usage, and examples of each parameter. Once you set
your desired parameter preferences, you may delete all comment lines (//) and blank lines to speed up
reading of the Config notecard.

For most applications, many of the parameters can be left with the default settings. The parameters
that will likely always require custom settings are the following:

2.1 OfflineIM= Edit this line to the text you want to send an Offline IM. Leave blank of no Offline IM.
2.2 OnlineIM= Edit this line to the text you want to send an Online IM. Leave blank for no Online IM.
2.3 KioskName= If you want to load your list from a Subscriber Kiosk, enter its name here. If loading
from notecards, you can leave this blank.

2.4 There are numerous other parameters on the Config notecard to provide great application flexibility.
Read through the comments on the Config notecards for the rest of the parameters and make any other
edits to suit your preferences. For most application, you can just leave the default values.

2.5 When you save the edited Config notecard, the OLS will automatically initialize. Read through the
chat messages from the OLS to make sure there are no error messages. If the OLS detects an error that
prevents it from running, it will go to a faulted condition (red hover text). You must correct the problem
before the OLS can be re-started.

3.0 Basic Operation
There are two basic operations that must be performed - loading (3.1 - 3.4) and delivering (3.5 - 3.7).
The OLS must first be loaded with a list of subscribers and items to deliver before it can start delivering.

NOTE: Once you have loaded a list of subscribers, the OLS can be taken into inventory and re-rezzed or
the sim can be restarted without losing the database. If the sim is restarted while loading or delivering,
the OLS may sometimes stop in the faulted state however the database should be OK. Just touch the
OLS to re-initialize it, then select Deliver.

***CAUTION: Never use the 'Reset scripts in selection' option on the viewer's Tools menu. This will
erase the entire subscriber database from the OLS.
***CAUTION: Never edit, add, delete, or reset anything in the child prim named "DataCube" (colored
prim that flashes green when the database is accessed).

3.1 Edit the OfflineIM and OnlineIM text on the Config notecard as desired.
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3.2 Drag/drop into the OLS one or more inventory items to be delivered. The name(s) of the item(s) to
be delivered can be anything but may NOT start with "Subscriber". Any time you edit or change the
contents of the OLS, it will re-read the Config notecard and will show Sendable Inventory and Sendable
IMs in chat. Make sure the items you want to send are listed before you send anything.
NOTE: Inventory items must have "current owner" copy and transfer permissions. They can have any
"next owner" permissions.

3.3 Loading the List of Subscribers. The Subscriber List can be loaded from either a Subscriber Kiosk (sold
separately) or one or more notecards.

3.3.1 Loading from a Subscriber Kiosk. First make sure you have specified the name of the kiosk after
KioskName= on the Config notecard. Then select Load, Kiosk, and either Replace or Append. Replace
first clears the current OLS database, then adds records from the Subscriber Kiosk. Append adds the
records without first clearing the database.

3.3.2 Loading from notecards. Notecards must be named starting with "Subscriber List", followed by
any other characters (or nothing). They may contain a list of Names (full login names, not display
names) or avatar keys (UUIDs), one per line. Keys are preferred. Names and keys may be intermixed.
Drop the Subscriber List notecards into the OLS, then select Load, Notecards, and either Replace or
Append. Replace first clears the current OLS database, then adds records from the notecards. Append
adds the records without first clearing the database. NOTE: Once the OLS has been loaded from the
notecard(s), they may be deleted (Remove, Sub Lists).

3.4 The hover text will display the loading progress. Once all records have been loaded, the hover text
will show "Ready" and will display the total number of records. If desired, you can select "Totals" from
the OLS menu to see the statistics and the estimated average online detection time (i.e. the average
amount of time it will take after an avatar comes online before they will be detected and items
delivered).

3.5 When you are ready to start delivering, select Deliver, Start. The hover text will display the delivery
progress. Green hover text indicates an IM or inventory item is being delivered, and to whom. White
hover text indicates the avatar name shown is being queried for online/offline status but no delivery is
currently being made. During the first pass through the list after loading, the hover text will be green a
lot because the OLS will be making deliveries to online avatars as well as sending offline IMs. On
subsequent passes through the list, the hover text will be white most of the time with occasional
changes to green as newly online avatars are detected.

3.6 If you want to pause the delivery, touch the OLS and select "Pause". When the hover text shows
"Ready", you can do any other operation such as check statistics using "Totals". When you want to
resume deliveries, select Deliver, Resume.

3.7 The OLS will continue to loop through the list looking for newly online avatars and making new
deliveries. It will continue to loop indefinitely unless the SendAllAfter= parameter on the Config
notecard has been set to something other than blank or zero. This parameter is used to specify the
number of hours the OLS will keep trying before sending the OnlineIM and/or Inventory items to all
remaining subscribers, regardless of whether they are online or offline. It would typically be set to 24
hours or more, but there is no upper limit. The lower limit is one hour. If you want to force immediate
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delivery to all subscribers regardless of online status, select 'Finish' from the Delivery menu instead of
'Resume' or 'Start'.

NOTE: Unlike the Subscriber Kiosk, inventory items are not deleted after delivery since they may be
delivered to different avatars at different times. Prior to starting another delivery, make sure you have
the correct inventory items and Online/Offline IMs in the OLS. You can use the 'Remove' button on the
menu to remove Inventory items and/or Subscriber List notecards. You must edit the Config notecard to
change the text of Online/Offline IMs. Subscriber Kiosk IMCard's cannot be used for IMs.

4.0 Menus

 Load
o Kiosk

 Replace - Clears the database and then adds the subscriber records from a
Subscriber Kiosk

 Append - Adds the subscriber records without clearing the database
 Cancel - Cancels the menu

o Notecards
 Replace - Clears the database and then adds the subscriber records from

Subscriber List notecards
 Append - Adds the subscriber records without clearing the database
 Cancel - Cancels the selection

o Cancel - Cancels the menu

 Deliver
o Resume - Resumes scanning and delivering from the record when last paused
o Start - Starts scanning and delivering from the first record
o Redeliver - Marks all records for redelivery regardless of whether previously delivered
o Finish - Forces delivery of online IM and/or inventory items regardless of online status.
o Cancel - Cancels the menu

 Cancel - Cancels the menu

 Totals - Display statistics (total records, Offline IMs, Deliveries, Pending, estimated average
online detection time, time remaining before sending all)

 Query* - Brings up text box for entering the name of an avatar. Displays delivery status, date
and time for that avatar.

 Remove
o Inventory - Removes all sendable inventory items from the OLS
o Sub Lists - Removes all Subscriber List notecards from the OLS
o Delivered - Removes records for all subscribers to whom delivery has been made
o Cancel - Cancels the menu

 Status On/Off- Turns the hover text on or off

 Show List (owner only). Includes subscriber's key, name, and delivery status code
o Undelivered - displays list of all subscribers to whom the Online IM and/or inventory

item(s) have NOT been delivered
o Delivered - displays list of all subscribers to whom the Online IM and/or inventory

item(s) have been delivered
o Full List - displays list of all subscribers in the OLS
o Search* - Brings up a text box to display a list of subscriber records containing a specific

string of characters
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o Cancel - Cancels the menu

 Allow Drop (admin only) - Allows an authorized administrator to drop items for delivery into the
OLS (item must have next owner copy/transfer permissions)

 Read Config - Reads the OLS Config notecard and tests the OLS inventory. This also occurs
automatically any time you change OLS Contents or edit the Config notecard.

 Clear List - Completely erases the subscriber database in the OLS and re-reads the OLS Config
notecard

*NOTE: Query and Search functions require use of a viewer that support the llTextBox LSL function.
Older viewers may not support this function.

When the OLS is loading, touching it will bring up the following menu selections:

 Status On/Off - Turns the hover text on or off

 Abort! - Stops loading and returns to the Ready state. Records already loaded are kept

 Cancel - Cancels the menu

When the OLS is scanning/delivering, touching it will bring up the following menu selections:

 Status On/Off - Turns the hover text on or off

 Pause - Pauses the scanning/delivering and returns to the Ready state.

 Cancel - Cancels the menu

5.0 Optimizing Performance
NOTE: The techniques described in the following paragraphs are optional and can be used to fine tune
the performance of the OLS. In most cases you can use the default values for these parameters and
ignore the optimization descriptions below.

Since the OLS polls continuously for subscriber online/offline status, the rate at which it polls and
delivers affects the script loading on the sim as well as back-end data server loading. By adjusting the
MinIMInterval, MinInvInterval and MinPollInterval parameters on the Config notecard you can adjust
the rate of sending IMs, delivering inventory and online/offline polling, respectively, to optimize the OLS
for either speed or resource usage. The default values of 1 second for each represents a good
compromise. Unless you have a need to custom optimize your performance, simply use the default
values and ignore the rest of this section.

Setting the MinIMInterval to less than 1.0 seconds or the MinInvInterval to less than 0.5 seconds is not
recommended due to the possibility of tripping the maximum IM or inventory rate throttles,
respectively. Settings larger than 1 second probably does not provide a significant reduction in sim
loading after the first pass since deliveries will only be made to new avatars coming online since the
previous pass. However, larger settings are necessary when using multiple OLS's at the same time (see
6.5 and 6.6 below).

Setting the MinPollInterval greater than 1 can be done to reduce resource utilization. Larger values will
increase the average online detection time, however, making it more likely to miss someone who is only
online for a short time. You can use the 'Totals' button to get an estimate of the average online
detection time and adjust the MinPollInterval value accordingly. An average online detection time of
less than 30 minutes for a list of 4000 subscribers can typically be achieved with MinPollInterval=1. For
8000 subscribers, the same detection time would require MinPollInterval=0.5. Conversely, for shorter
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lists a higher MinPollInterval value can be used, which will reduce sim loading considerably. In
benchmark testing, MinPollInterval=3 resulted in a script time (per frame) of 0.090 ms and an average
online detection time of 20 minutes for a database of 1000 subscribers. Your results may vary
depending on the performance of your sim and number of subscribers.

If you set MinPollInterval larger than MinIMInterval and/or MinInvInterval, then its value will limit the
processing rate since the OLS cannot send any faster than it can poll the online/offline status.

NOTE: The values specified for the above parameters are "minimum" intervals. The actual intervals can
be longer depending on sim performance. The practical achievable minimums are about 0.3 seconds,
regardless of the settings.

NOTE: The average online detection time is 50% of the time it takes to scan the entire list, i.e. roughly
half of the subscribers will be detected in less than the average detection time and half will be detected
in more than the average detections time.. This means that the worst case online detection time is twice
the average online detection time.

6.0 Other Hints and Recommendations
6.1 Adding and deleting specific subscribers
If you want to delete specific subscribers, simply create a Subscriber List notecard with a list of
subscriber names or keys and prefix the ones you want to delete with a minus sign (-). You can even
intermix adds and deletes on Subscriber List notecards. Use the Load, Notecards, Append command to
add/delete subscribers.

6.2 Using the AutoSend parameter
For large databases, you may want the OLS to start delivering items immediately after completing the
loading, so that you don't have to wait around to start the delivery process. To do this, pre-load the OLS
with the desired inventory items and set AutoSend=1 before starting the loading process. AutoSend
defaults to 0 (disabled) if left blank.

6.3 Preventing loading of duplicate subscribers
If you want to prevent loading of duplicate subscribers, set AllowDupes=0 before loading. It will take
considerably longer to load the OLS with AllowDupes=0 because each new record must be compared to
the current database contents before being loaded. In order to maximize loading speed, AllowDupes
defaults to 1 (duplicates allowed) if left blank. If you are loading from a single Subscriber Kiosk, it is safe
to leave AllowDupes=1 since the kiosk itself does not allow duplicates. However if you are loading to
one OLS from multiple kiosks (using Append) or from Subscriber List notecards, and you are not sure
whether they contain duplicates, you may want to set AllowDupes=0.

6.4 Loading only a subset of records from a Subscriber Kiosk
When loading from a Subscriber Kiosk, you can restrict the loading to only those records matching one
of three filters, e.g. date, kiosk name, or kiosk region by specifying filter values for DateFilter, KioskFilter,
and/or RegionFilter, respectively, on the OLS Config notecard. The format of the filters are described in
the comments on the Config notecard.

6.5 Reducing the average online detection time
Online status checking is skipped for subscribers to whom online IMs and/or inventory items have
already been sent, however they still remain in the database. They can be removed completely from
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the database to further reduce online detection time by using the Remove, Delivered buttons on the
OLS menu. However, this also removes ability to query the delivery status of these subscribers or
include them in the Show List reports.

You can also reduce the online detection time by reducing the MinPollInterval parameter value as
described in 5.0 above.

For larger databases (e.g. more than 2000 subscribers), it may be desirable to use multiple OLS's to keep
the online detection time low. This requires (a) increasing MinIMInterval and MinInvInterval to avoid
tripping the send rate throttles for IMs and inventory items, respectively, and (b) loading parts of your
Subscriber Kiosk database into different OLS's. The OLS has special features to make this simple. The
MinIMInterval and MinInvInterval parameters were discussed in section 5.0 above. Set the
MinIMInterval to a value equal to the number of OLS's to be used concurrently. Set the MinInvInterval
to 0.5 times the number of OLS's to be used concurrently. The MinPollInterval can be left at the default
value of 1, or whatever value provides the desired average online detection time.

You can use the SlaveRange parameter on the Config notecard to specify which part of the Subscriber
Kiosk database should be loaded to a given OLS. For example, if you have 50 Subscriber Slave scripts in
your kiosk and you want to limit each OLS to 2000 records to reduce the online detection time, set the
SlaveRange parameter to 0,9 in the first OLS, 10,19 on the second, 20,29 on the third, etc. Note that the
Slave numbers in the SlaveRange parameter do not necessarily correspond to the suffixes of the
Subscriber Slave scripts in the kiosk. They simply reflect the sequential position of the Slave scripts in
the kiosk contents. You can usually load from one kiosk to multiple OLS's at the same time. However, if
any of the OLS's should go to the faulted state (red hover text) after loading, simply load that OLS again.

6.6 Using multiple OLS's to increase the delivery rate
Since January 2012, there was a throttle imposed by Linden Labs on inventory sending that prevents
objects from delivering more than 2500 inventory items within 30 minutes (see
https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/SVC-7631). This was later relaxed to 2500 in 15 minutes (see
http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Release_Notes/Second_Life_Server/12#12.02.24.249991). It applies to
the total of all objects in the sim with the same owner. This means that for databases larger than about
2000, the MinInvInterval must not be set to less than about 0.5 seconds or the throttle will be tripped
and further inventory deliveries from all objects you own in the sim will be blocked for about an hour
after your objects stop trying to send. There is a similar rate throttle in place for IMs that is still set to
2500 per 30 minutes, so MinIMInterval should not be set to less than 1 second for databases larger than
about 2000. In order to facilitate some possible workarounds, the OLS has some special features.

One possible workaround is to limit the number of subscribers to about 2000 in any one OLS as
described in 6.5 above, to maintain a desired online detection time. After all the OLS's have been
loaded, each one can be placed in a different sim prior to starting delivery. In this case, the
MinInvInterval can be set to 0.5 seconds and MinIMInterval can be set to 1.0 seconds without danger of
tripping the throttle because each one is in a different sim. Reducing the settings to less than these
values, however, is not recommended even for databases smaller than 2000 since the OLS loops
continuously and may eventually trip the throttle. With some risk, however, it is likely the throttle will
not be tripped after the first pass through the list, since the deliveries will then be limited to only avatars
newly coming online.
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A second possible workaround is to also partition the Subscriber Kiosk database into multiple OLS's,
where each OLS has a different owner. In that case, they can all be located in the same sim. To
facilitate this, you must set the KioskOwnerKey parameter on the OLS Config notecard to the key of the
owner of the Subscriber Kiosk. Also, you must set the APIOwners parameter on the Subscriber Kiosk
Config notecard to include the keys of all authorized OLS owners. This is a security feature to prevent
unauthorized loading of the kiosk database. While this may be more efficient than locating each OLS in
a different sim, it becomes impractical if you are trying to load the OLS with inventory items that have
no-copy or no-transfer next owner permissions. Such items can only be loaded by the OLS owners.

Keep in mind that the delivery rate is also limited by the polling rate. To get the fastest delivery rate you
must set MinPollInterval no longer than MinIvnInterval or MinIMInterval.

7.0 Special Notice
There has recently been a proposal to disable the LSL script function used to obtain avatar
online/offline status (see https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/SVC-4823) because it does not respect
avatar privacy settings. Due to overwhelming opposition to this proposal, Linden Labs has decided not
to make any changes to this function at this time. If this LSL function is completely disabled in the future
(which seems unlikely), the OLS online status checking feature will no longer function. If this function is
modified to respect the privacy preferences set by individual avatars (which seems more likely) in a way
that requires a modification to the OLS, I will provide script updates at no cost.

8.0 Questions and Comments
Please direct and questions or comments to Fred Allandale via IM or notecard in world. You can also
visit http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com and post any questions or comments in the support section.
I will generally respond in 24 hours or less.

DISCLAIMER

THE SUBSCRIBER ONLINE SENDER IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE
OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


